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Como consecuencia del estado de emergencia sanitaria provocado por el COVID-19 y siguiendo la Instrucción, aprobada en
Consejo de Gobierno de la Universidad de Huelva de 17 de abril de 2020, se hace necesario adaptar los procedimientos de
evaluación, a la modalidad no presencial, de las asignaturas del segundo cuatrimestre y anuales del curso 2019-2020
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Syllabus adaptation for online teaching

Adequacy of training activities and teaching methodologies
The adaptation of the training activity has consisted of teaching online classes through a multiple video conference
system with the students sharing the computer screen as a video projector. In turn, the students have been able to ask
questions about the proposed exercises by sharing their screens through the same video conference system. The online
sessions have been held at the usual time of the subject. Additionally, the possibility of online tutoring has been
enabled following the same system, but this time in one-to-one sessions, or tutoring in groups of two or three people.
As an additional measure, those most relevant online lesson sessions have been recorded and made available to
students in order to review the most important concepts of the subject.
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Adaptation of evaluation systems (continuous assessment)
System
Oral examination by
video-audio conference

%

System

System

%

Oral presentation / defense
by videoconference

%

Objective test (test type)

✔

Documents / original works
(individual or in group)

Open answer written test

Exams or tests offline

Multimedia productions
(individual or group)

Online collaborative
productions/outputs

Debate

Peer review assessment

Self-evaluation

Participation

100

In the final evaluation modality, the subject guide describes:
- Theory / problem test: 69%
- Practice exam: 30%
- Defense of works and Written Reports: 1%
The evaluation systems are adapted to the non-face-to-face modality in the following way:
The theoretical exam is replaced by the delivery of a new work. This work tries to evaluate the knowledge learned
during the development of the semester.
- First installment of the work on theoretical content: 35%
- Second installment of the work on theoretical content: 35%
- The practice exam and the job or report are replaced by a new job. This work tries to evaluate the practical knowledge
learned during the development of the semester:
Work on practical content: 30%
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Adaptation of evaluation systems (final assessment)
Sistema
Oral examination by
video-audio conference

%

Sistema

Sistema

%

Oral presentation / defense
by videoconference

%

Objective test (test type)
Documents / original works
(individual or in group)

Open answer written test

Exams or tests offline

Multimedia productions
(individual or group)

Online collaborative
productions/outputs

Debate

Peer review assessment

Self-evaluation

Participation

✔

100

In the final evaluation modality, the subject guide describes:
Test 1: Written exam about the contents explained in the theory and problem sessions. It will have a face-to-face and
individual character, with a maximum duration of up to 2.5 hours.
Test 2: Practical exam in which several problems to be solved using logic programming will be posed.
The evaluation systems are adapted to the final single evaluation modality as follows:
The theoretical exam is replaced by the delivery of a new work. This work tries to evaluate the knowledge learned
during the development of the semester.
- First installment of the work on theoretical content: 35%
- Second installment of the work on theoretical content: 35%
- The practice exam and the job or report are replaced by a new job. This work tries to evaluate the practical knowledge
learned during the development of the semester:
Work on practical content: 30%

Aprobado en Consejo de Departamento
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